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Taxi is an indispensable mode in the urban public transportation. Although many studies have explored the travel patterns of taxi trips, few have combined taxi and subway to reveal their intermodal relationship. To bridge the gap, this study utilized taxi's trajectory data to investigate its relationship with subway. Considering the multifaceted relationship between taxi and subway in operation, taxi trips are categorized into three types, namely, subway-competing, subway-extending, and subway-complementing taxi trips. The characteristics of each type of taxi trips reflect the specialties and their interactions with subway. The origin/destination distributions of taxi and subway trips are compared and analyzed. Furthermore, the supply and demand of taxi within the buffer zone of each subway station are analyzed to reflect the difficulty of hailing taxis. The negative binomial regression models are used to explore the relationship between taxi trips and subway ridership. The results show that there is a significantly positive correlation between taxi trips and subway ridership.

1. Introduction

Taxi is a flexible on-demand public transportation, which provides passengers door-to-door services without the requirement of private car ownership. In addition, taxi has the potential to satisfy the travel demand unmet by other modes of public transportation. However, the multimodal relationships between taxi and public transit, especially subway, have not attained enough attention. Understanding the relationship can assist in providing more satisfying transportation services and encouraging mode shift from automobile to subway.

A body of studies have explored the characteristics of taxi trips. Using 20 million trajectories with fine granularity collected from more than 10 thousand taxis in Beijing, the taxis' traveling displacements in urban areas were found to follow an exponential distribution [1]. Moreover, Wang et al. [2] indicated that the displacement distributions of taxi trips follow exponential laws in two displacement ranges, while the trip duration and interevent time distributions can be approximated by log-normal distributions. In addition, there are some researches conducted from different aspects. Based on a preference travel survey, it was indicated that high population density in a user's residence area is related to longer journey durations [3]. The historical data were used to predict the number of vacant taxis in the given area and period with the prior probability distributions [4] and to predict demand distributions with respect to contexts of time, weather, and location [5]. Kamga et al. [6] found that taxi supply exhibits variations due to the decisions of taxi drivers, which are driven by both ridership levels and trip characteristics.

The pattern of subway ridership is also investigated by many researchers. Lin and Shin [7] found that daily ridership is positively affected by the floor-space area of the station areas, negatively affected by the percentage of four-way intersections, and insignificantly affected by mixed land use. Regarding travel impedance, Choi et al. [8] showed that subway travel time has the most influence on subway ridership, which represents an intrinsic property of trip length distribution. In London subway, Roth et al. [9] observed that
intraurban movement patterns are strongly heterogeneous in terms of volume, and there is a polycentric structure composed of large flows organized around a limited number of activity centers. Similarly, Xu et al. [10] found a hierarchical urban polycentric structure composed of large concentrated flows at urban activity centers in Beijing Subway. Jiang et al. [11] observed that the displacements of subway trips follow the gamma distribution. The subway station ridership can be attributed to many factors, such as land use [8, 12], weather [13], and access mode [8, 14]. Jun et al. [15] found that the population and employment density, land use mix diversity, and intermodal connectivity all have a positive impact on subway ridership, but differ in their spatial ranges. Besides, the accessibility impacts the first/last mile transport connectivity to/from the major public transit lines [16]. Walking, cycling, and bus are widely adopted as access modes for the subway stations [17–19].

Due to the congestion and pollution caused by automobile, the government is promoting the modal shift from private cars to public transit. Using data from Xi’an, the metro transit’s influences on the mobility instrument ownership [20] and private car driving [21] are examined. The cross-sectional analysis showed that metro is negatively associated with auto ownership whereas it has a positive association with bike ownership [20]. In addition, moving into metro neighborhoods is negatively associated with change in driving [21]. Huang et al. [21] concluded that metro development and the design of station-area neighborhoods have the potential to reduce driving, mitigate its impact on environment, and slow the growth of traffic congestion. Besides, the combination of taxi trips and subway ridership data can provide useful information to identify the underserved areas by public transport [22]. Examining the spatial relationship of taxi trips’ origins/destinations and subway stations, Wang and Ross [23] categorized taxi trips into three types: transit-competing, transit-complementing, and transit-extending ones, to explore the inner interaction. Moreover, the geographically weighted regression was implemented to find that the urban form has a large impact on urban taxi ridership [24]. Medium income level was found to have the highest impact on the taxi drivers’ airport pick-up decisions, followed by temporal and environmental variables [30]. In general, passengers will accept longer travel time and distance for the access travel than those for the egress travel [32].

Although many studies have investigated the travel patterns of different modes, the intermodal relationship has been rarely considered. To fill the gap, this paper aims to explore the relationship between taxi and subway. According to its relationship with subway, the taxi trips are categorized as subway-competing, subway-extending, and subway-complementing taxi trips. Besides, the arrival and departure taxi trips within the buffer zone of subway stations are analyzed, which are compared with the subway ridership. Furthermore, the negative binomial regression models are utilized to explore the relationship between taxi trips and subway ridership.

2. Study Area and Data Description

The study area is the urban part of Beijing, China (see Figure 1). There were about 67.5 thousand taxis in Beijing, which completed 0.67 billion trips (7.20% of all trips) in 2014 [33]. As for the subway system, there were 328 stations and
527 tracks in operation, with an average daily ridership of 9.28 million in 2014 [33].

To explore the relationship between taxi and subway, four datasets are collected, including the taxi GPS data, the subway ridership, the locations of subway stations and airports, and the points of interest (POIs) dataset. The GPS data generated by more than 46,000 taxis [34, 35] during January 12th–18th, 2015, were attained [33], which contained more than 2.9 million taxi trips. The interval of the GPS data is at around 1 minute. Each record contains the location (longitude and latitude), instantaneous velocity, operational status, and so on. The objective time period was chosen since there were no major holidays or unusual weather events. A ridership dataset was available from the Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) system in Beijing Subway during December 30th-31st, 2014. It is a 268 × 268 origin-destination (OD) matrix, which reflects the flows between any pair of subway stations. The two datasets were collected during the common winter days without special events, although they are not in the same time period because of their different sources. In addition, the locations (longitude and latitude) of airports (Terminal 2 (T2) and Terminal 3 (T3) in Beijing Capital International Airport and Beijing Nanyuan Airport), subway stations, and the POIs dataset are collected from a map website [36] to explore how taxi trips interact with these fixed service points.

The connection between taxi and bus is not taken into consideration in this study. There are around 1020 bus routes in Beijing by 2016. Bus stops are widely spread around the city. Taking bus stops into the classification would have classified most of taxi trips as ‘bus-competing’ ones. Although the majority of taxi trips could be completed by bus for the large extent of the bus system, multiple transfers and long out-of-vehicle time of bus travel make it inferior to taxi [23].

3. Methodology

To explore the relationship between taxi and subway, the taxi trips are categorized into three types, denoted as subway-competing, subway-extending, and subway-complementing taxi trips [23]. And the three types are defined as follows:

(1) Subway-competing taxi trips refer to the trips which can be replaced by taking subway and acceptable walking.

(2) Subway-extending taxi trips provide connections from/to subway stations.

(3) Subway-complementing taxi trips satisfy the travels which cannot be served by subway due to the fixed routes and operation times.

Although different subway stations own various operation times, it is assumed that 5:30–23:00 is the operation time for all subway stations to simplify the problem [37].

3.1. Identify Subway-Competing Taxi Trips. Transit-compet ing taxi trips are trips which can be served by the subway system [23]. Subway competes with taxi only when both origin and destination of a trip are within the catchment area of subway stations because passengers can only enter and exit the subway system in stations. The walking distance threshold is widely set as 800 m to access subway stations [38, 39]. Taking the road structure into consideration, the tolerant walking displacement is set as 600 m. In this study, a taxi trip is classified as subway-competing type when its pick-up and drop-off locations have subway stations within 600 m. Additionally, the taxi trip should happen during the subway operation time. The logical process to identify the three types of taxi trips is presented in Figure 2.

3.2. Identify Subway-Extending Taxi Trips. Transit-extending taxi trips provide connection from/to subway [23]. It requires identifying taxi trips that are most likely to connect with subway stations. For such trips, taxis would originate or end close to the entrances/exits of subway stations to transfer conveniently, while another trip end is beyond the catchment area of any subway station. With regard to the size of subway stations, the maximal displacement between the entrance/exit and the station center is set as 300 m. Based on the specific situations, two subtypes of subway-extending taxi trips are defined. The first subtype is the absolute subway-extending taxi trips that provide service between the subway stations and outskirts without subway service. The second subtype can be partly served by subway, and the other part also needs taxis to complete. The rules to select the subtype of subway-extending taxi trips are as follows: (1) only one end of a trip has a subway station within 300 m, and the other end of the trip does have any subway station within 2 km [23]; (2) the trip happens during the subway’s operation time.

The requirements for the second subtype of subway-extending taxi trips are different. The rules are as follows: (1) only one end of a trip has a subway station within 600 m, and the other end of the trip does not have any subway station within 2 km [23]; (2) the trip happens during the subway’s operation time; (3) the displacement between the assumed entering and exiting subway stations is more than 2 km.

3.3. Identify Subway-Complementing Taxi Trips. Transit-complementing taxi trips serve the travel demand that cannot be satisfied or connected by the subway system in space or time [23]. After excluding the previous two types of taxi trips, the remained taxi trips belong to this type.

3.4. Identify Arrival and Departure Trips around Stations. As subway provides high quality travel service, subway stations’ adjacent areas receive great development, which generates a large number of travel demands. To explore the taxi’s supply and demand around subway stations, the area within 2 km from a subway station is regarded as its buffer zone. The buffer zone’s originating/ending taxi trips reflect the corresponding demand/supply. The gap between the supply and demand shows the difficulty of hailing a taxi around a subway station.

In addition, taxi trips related to T3 are identified. In general, most taxis enter T3 to pick up and drop off passengers. With regard to its size, the threshold is set as 400 m to identify the related trips. If the pick-up point of a taxi trip is within the catchment area of T3, the taxi trip would be marked as
Table 1: Summary of descriptive statistics of variables adopted in the negative binomial regression models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subway ridership</td>
<td>76459.5</td>
<td>65428.9</td>
<td>1731</td>
<td>381867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile services</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life facilities</td>
<td>188.4</td>
<td>124.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation facilities</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical facilities</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodations</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenic spots</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government agencies</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport hubs</td>
<td>121.1</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance facilities</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Logical flow chart to select subway-competing, subway-extending, and subway-complementing taxi trips.

3.5. Negative Binomial Regression Model. To investigate the effect of contributing factors on the taxi ridership and to assess the effect of subway ridership in particular, the negative binomial regression models were fitted [40]. The taxi trips in the subway station buffers, subway-competing taxi trips, and subway-extending taxi trips are explored, respectively. The independent variables used in this study include subway ridership, automobile services, life facilities, recreation facilities, accommodations, scenic spots, government agencies, transport hubs, finance facilities, and companies (see Table 1).

4. Results

4.1. Characteristics of Taxi Trips. Among the 2,918,143 taxi trips, there are 19.32% for subway-competing, 4.58% for subway-extending, and 76.10% for subway-complementing taxi trips (see Table 2), which indicates that many travels cannot be satisfied by the subway system. The responding proportions are quite different from those in New York City [23], in which the transit-competing taxi trips took up 58.50% of all taxi trips.

4.1.1. Travel Distance. The travel distance distributions of the three types of taxi trips are different (see Figure 3). Overall, the average travel distance is 9.59 km for all taxi trips, and
Table 2: Characteristics of three types of taxi trips.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Subway-competing</th>
<th>Subway-extending</th>
<th>Subway-complementing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average travel distance (km)</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>9.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average travel time (min)</td>
<td>22.23</td>
<td>26.99</td>
<td>20.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>563,851</td>
<td>133,546</td>
<td>2,220,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>19.32</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>76.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

89.6% of taxi trips are less than 20 km. For the subway-competing and subway-complementing taxi trips, 67.8% and 68.3% of trips are within 10 km, respectively. Besides, a 20-km travel distance covers 88.9% of subway-competing taxi trips and 90.5% of subway-complementing ones. However, the travel distance is apparently longer for the subway-extending taxi trips. There are only 45.9% of subway-extending taxi trips within 10 km and 77.8% of those within 20 km, which implies that they are more likely to relate to peripheries.

4.1.2. Spatial Distribution. The pick-ups and drop-offs spatial distributions of the three types of taxi trips are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively. The numbers of pick-ups and drop-offs are mapped at the grid cell level (0.01° latitude × 0.01° longitude). Subway-competing taxi trips are concentrated on the urban area, while subway-extending taxi trips tend to spread in the peripheries. Subway-complementing taxi trips are widely spread in spatial scale.
Figure 4: The spatial distributions of subway-competing taxi trips. (a) Pick-ups. (b) Drop-offs.

Figure 5: The spatial distributions of subway-extending taxi trips. (a) Pick-ups. (b) Drop-offs.

Figure 6: The spatial distributions of subway-complementing taxi trips. (a) Pick-ups. (b) Drop-offs.
4.1.3. Travel Time. The travel time is also an important indicator for both passengers and taxi drivers. The distributions of travel times are plotted in Figure 7. Overall, the travel time averages at 21.00 min and 96.7% of taxi trips are less than 60 min. In detail, there are 78.7%, 69.3%, and 82.6% of trips within 30 min for subway-competing, subway-extending, and subway-complementing taxi trips, respectively. However, the three types have similar percentages around 95% within 60 min.

Combining the travel distance and travel time, the average speed can be computed. The average speed of subway-extending taxi trips reaches 33.49 km/h, which is significantly higher than the other two types. The average speeds are only 26.86 km/h and 29.11 km/h for subway-competing and subway-complementing taxi trips, respectively.

4.1.4. Departure Time. The departure time distributions of taxi trips are presented in Figure 8. Generally, over 91.0% of taxi trips happen from 8:00 to 24:00, with two peaks at around 10:00 and 14:00, and the bottom is at 4:00 in the early morning. Because subway does not operate all day, subway-competing and subway-extending taxi trips are limited in the operation time. The subway-competing taxi trips reach the peak at about 13:00.

The average travel distance and average travel time by time of day are plotted in Figure 9. The three types of taxi trips show a similar trend, while the average travel distance of subway-extending taxi trips is significantly higher than other two types. The average distance has a peak at around 6:00 and a bottom at the midnight. However, the average travel time does not show higher value. The average travel distance is normal in the morning and evening peak hours, while the average travel time shows apparent peaks during peak hours, which might be attributed to the traffic congestion.
4.2. Spatial Distribution of Arrival and Departure Trips

4.2.1. Subway Ridership Spatial Distribution. The spatial distributions of subway ridership are presented in Figure 10. There are some stations with apparently higher ridership, with most being in the downtown area and some in the peripheral areas. According to Figure 10, the arrival and departure trips show a similar spatial distribution, with the Spearman correlation of 0.990 (\( p < 0.01 \)), because the subway trips are more likely to be commuting ones, which would be round trips in a day. To explore the difference between the arrival and departure ridership, the gap between arrival and departure is plotted in Figure 11. Most subway stations with a large gap (more arrival than departure) are near the railway stations and airports. On the contrary, many subway stations in residential areas have less arrivals than departures.

4.2.2. Spatial Distribution of Taxi Trips in Buffer Zones of Subway Stations. The arrival and departure trips of taxi in the buffer zones are plotted in Figure 12. When a taxi arrives its destination, it will be vacant, which means the supply of taxi. Similarly, the originating taxi trip implies the demand for taxi. Generally, the arrival and departure of taxi trips also show similar spatial distribution, with the Spearman correlation of 0.988 (\( p < 0.01 \)). The high pick-up and drop-off zones are located in the urban areas, and they are more dispersed than the subway trip distribution. Besides, there are also some exceptions. For example, T2 and T3 also show a high value of pick-ups and drop-offs.

The buffer zones of subway stations have developed rapidly and there are a large amount of travel demands. The gap between supply and demand of each buffer zone can represent the difficulty of hailing taxis (see Figure 13). The over-demand areas are mainly located in the north central part of the city. On the other hand, there are also some over-supply areas spreading around the suburbs. Particularly, the buffer zones of airports and railway stations are the most over-supply areas.
According to Figures 10 and 12, the ridership spatial distributions are different between subway and taxi. The subway system has some stations with extremely high ridership, while the taxi trips are more dispersed. It is interesting to find that there are much more arrival trips than departure ones by subway and taxi in both railway stations and airports. Besides, it is necessary to consider the ridership patterns of subway and taxi in time of day.

4.2.3. Subway and Taxi Trips in T3. For large cities, there are a great quantity of travelers adopting subway and taxi to access airports. Understanding the travel patterns of these trips can help to provide more appropriate access/egress services. Taxi trips to airports and those from airports are identified according to the pick-up and drop-off locations. The arrival and departure of taxi and subway trips related to T3 are presented in Figure 14. There is an apparent peak at 7:00 in the
morning for taxi trips to T3. There are a stable amount of taxi trips originating from airports during 10:00-24:00 and some during 0:00-2:00, while the departure trips are much lower in other time periods of a day, but for taxi trips to airports, it is few in the midnight. From 8:00 to 16:00, the number of taxi trips is stable, then it decreases slowly. As shown in Figure 14, it is unbalanced between the supply of taxi and the demand for taxi at T3. From 4:00 to 16:00, there is more supply than demand, while it is opposite in other time periods. It is found that it is easier for taxi drivers to pick up passengers at T3 after 16:00.

Comparing the taxi and subway trips at T3, the taxi and subway trips from T3 have a similar overall trend, low volumes in the morning and high volumes in the afternoon. However, the taxi trips to T3 see the peak at 6:00, while the subway trips to T3 reach the peak at 19:00. To conclude, the taxi and subway trips from T3 have similar patterns, while those trips to T3 have different patterns.

In all, there are more taxi trips to airports than those from T3 (see Table 3). As the airports are rather far from the downtown and there are few taxi demands in adjacent areas, about 2,800 taxis would go back to the downtown without any passenger in one day. The average travel distance and average travel time of taxi trips to T3 are slightly less than those of taxi trips from T3.

### Table 3: Characteristics of taxi trips connecting to T3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>From T3</th>
<th>To T3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average travel distance (km)</td>
<td>29.15</td>
<td>26.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average travel time (min)</td>
<td>41.40</td>
<td>35.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>22,903</td>
<td>25,706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Results of the negative binomial regression models for subway-competing taxi trips and taxi trips in buffer zones of subway stations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model 1: subway-competing taxi trips</th>
<th>Model 2: taxi trips in buffer zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>Standard error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>7.02**</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway ridership</td>
<td>5.39e-06**</td>
<td>1.04e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile services</td>
<td>-4.17e-03**</td>
<td>8.77e-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life facilities</td>
<td>-6.55e-03**</td>
<td>9.43e-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation facilities</td>
<td>7.58e-03**</td>
<td>2.23e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodations</td>
<td>7.28e-03*</td>
<td>2.99e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government agencies</td>
<td>4.80e-03**</td>
<td>1.40e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport hubs</td>
<td>3.20e-03*</td>
<td>1.65e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance facilities</td>
<td>1.37e-03**</td>
<td>3.21e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies</td>
<td>-2.66e-03*</td>
<td>1.31e-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05, +: p < 0.10.
Figure 12: The arrival and departure of taxi trips in buffer zones of subway stations. (a) Arrival of taxi trips. (b) Departure of taxi trips.

Figure 13: The gap between arrival and departure of taxi trips in buffer zones of subway stations. The blue circles denote that the arrival trips are more than departure trips. The red circles denote that the arrival trips are less than departure trips.

Figure 14: The taxi and subway trips from/to T3 by time of day.

Demand for taxi service from subway stations [22, 25]. The coefficients of subway ridership, recreation facilities, and government agencies are larger in model 1 than those in model 2. However, automobile services and life facilities variables have negative coefficients in model 2 and larger negative coefficients in model 1. Besides, accommodations variable has a positive coefficient in model 1, which is more related to visitors from other cities. It suggests that visitors prefer taxi than subway. The companies variable has a negative coefficient in model 1, which is likely to relate to daily commuters who tend to take subway. Furthermore, medical facilities variable is positively associated with taxi trips in station buffers in model 2, which indicates that passengers who are not well in health prefer to take a taxi to get better services.

In addition, the subway-extending taxi trips are also explored by the negative binomial regression model. Three variables associated with the subway-extending taxi trips are presented in Table 5. Subway ridership and transport hubs
variables have positive coefficients, and scenic spots variable has a negative coefficient.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Taxi service has been an important component of public transportation for a long time, which is the most flexible mode of public transportation as it can provide door-to-door services. The subway system has developed rapidly and provides fast mass transit services in Beijing. As a result, there exist the competition and corporation between taxi and subway at the same time.

This study investigated the relationship between taxi and subway, with the taxi GPS data, subway ridership data, locations of subway stations, and POIs data. Based on the relationship between taxi and subway, the taxi trips are categorized into three types, subway-competing, subway-extending, and subway-complementing ones. The results showed that the subway-complementing taxi trips take the majority of all trips, which indicates that many trips cannot be satisfied by the subway system alone and the subway network requires further enhancement. In detail, the average travel distances of subway-extending taxi trips are apparently longer than the other two types, which is different from the finding of Wang and Ross [23]. Besides, the average speed of subway-extending taxi trip is significantly higher than the other types. As for spatial distributions, the subway-competing taxi trips are serving the urban area with high subway availability while the subway-extending taxi trips are more likely to serve the peripheral areas. There are different functions of taxi trips and the demand for each function would change with the development of the subway system.

Subway has received rapid development for its sustainability. The efficiency and attractiveness of subway system rely not only on the operation of the subway network but also on the performance of access modes. As an access mode, taxi can increase the access distance for the subway station than walk and bicycle. However, the cost is the major constraint of taxi as an access mode. Fortunately, the emerging of ride-sharing helps to decrease the fare as well as the difficulty of hailing a taxi. In addition, the bike-sharing offers a cheap and convenient opportunity to access subway stations, which makes subway more competitive when compared with private cars [41].

The spatial distributions of origin and destination are significantly correlated for both subway and taxi trips. However, the two modes show great differences in spatial distribution. According to the supply and demand of taxis within the buffer zones of subway stations, it was found that there are over-demand of taxis in the urban area and over-supply in the peripheries. Another interesting finding is that both the subway and the taxi have more arrival trips than departure trips in the regions of railway stations and airports.

The results of different negative binomial regression models for different situations indicate that subway ridership plays an important role in explaining differences in taxi trips. In addition, there are several variables positively associated with taxi trips in model 1 and model 2, including recreation facilities, government agencies, and transport hubs. However, automobile services and life facilities have significantly negative correlations with taxi trips. In model 1 and model 2, most of independent variables are similar and they have particular variables, respectively. Accommodations variable has a positive correlation with subway-competing taxi trips in model 1, while companies variable has a negative correlation. In model 2, medical facilities variable is positively correlated with taxi trips in buffer zones of subway stations.

Understanding the relationship between taxi and subway can help to integrate different modes to satisfy passengers’ travel demand better. In the future works, comparison between the travel times by taxi and subway with the same origin and destination will be made to identify their respective advantaged travels. However, there are some limitations in this study. The sociodemographic characteristics of passengers are not taken into consideration, which might affect travel demands. The classification method lacks validation, and the distance thresholds utilized in this study require further calibration with more actual data.
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